
Myth-Busting Selective Mutism (SM) 
Selective Mutism is a childhood disorder typified by an inability to speak in certain circumstances. 

Specifically, it is a consistent failure to speak in certain social situations where there is a natural expectation of speaking. 

• Rarely does trauma or poor parenting cause SM.  Children are born prone to phobic, anxious reactions.  It does tend 

to run in families with other members having anxiety. 

• Parents don’t cause SM to develop, but adults can help maintain it by answering for the child. 

• About 21 per 1,000 children with SM are 2nd language learners versus 7 per 1,000 for primary English speakers. 

Bilingualism does not cause SM, but for anxiety-prone children, it may make it more likely that speaking is the focus 

of their fear.  Children will exhibit SM in both languages.  That’s how you can tell it’s not just a language acquisition 

stage. 

• About 50% (possibly more) of children with SM have a speech and/or language disorder.  Again, it does not cause 

SM, but makes its occurrence more likely for phobic/anxious individuals. 

• Not all children with SM are afraid of talking to adults.  Some are just afraid to talk to peers, while some talk to 

strangers easily, but not to people they know.  Some will talk to people in their house but not the same people 

elsewhere.  That’s why it’s called Selective Mutism.  But it’s really Situational Mutism. 

• Not all individuals with SM are totally situationally mute.  Some with a more moderate condition may whisper, or 

may only talk when asked questions and rarely initiate.  Including these milder cases, SM occurs in 1% of children. 

• Usually, people do not outgrow SM.  They accommodate for it by selectively socializing and using written 

communication, minimal talking, or whispering. 

• If you suspect SM, seek treatment sooner rather than later.  Daily practice in avoiding talking makes for a powerful 

habit as well as a strong fear. 

Resources on Selective Mutism 

Information on a Summer Intensive Camp for SM in Denver, Courageous Kids Camp, can be found here: 

http://www.effectivetherapysolutions.com/selective-mutism   

 

Sheila Lepkin has a video podcast demonstrating basic therapy techniques (Slide In)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nxs5YonlzSs    It’s 20 minutes long. 

 

Anxiety Canada has basic information and a 10-minute video on treatment techniques (scroll down page): 

https://www.anxietycanada.com/parenting/selective-mutism 

Also, Anxiety Canada has a 1-hour explanation of treatment by Dr. A. Simpson.  It ends with a description of an Intensive 

Camp: 

https://www.anxietycanada.com/resources/video/selective-mutism-giving-kids-voice-dr-annie-simpson 

One page on Brave Talk techniques:   https://www.anxietycanada.com/parenting/selective-mutism/brave-talking-

exposure 

 

Child Mind Institute has many fine videos on Selective Mutism Treatment.  The first one is Selective Mutism 101: 

http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/92376028    

 

The non-profit The Selective Mutism Association offers free information. http://www.selectivemutism.org/  

 

At Dr. Steven Kurtz’s website, watch the video Selective Mutism 101.  Therapy techniques are discussed. 

http://selectivemutismlearning.org/selective-mutism-101/    It’s 1.5 hours long. 

 

Please feel free to contact me with questions.         Sheila Lepkin, MA, NCSP, Retired srlepkin@gmail.com 

Colorado Coordinator, Selective Mutism Association                      303.912.9143 

  



Before your first training in Selective Mutism: 

Thank you for agreeing to learn treatment techniques that will increase Xxx’s ability to talk in school.   In the meantime, 

before training begins, there are certain things that will make Xxx a little less anxious in school.  These methods may or 

may not increase spontaneous verbalizations, but fear will not be increased and Xxx will not be practicing “failure to 

reply”. 

Don’t ask Xxx questions, any questions.   Not even rhetorical questions like, “You liked that, didn’t you?”  

There are a few safety and basic needs that you will have to continue to ask and get head nods for, but minimize the 

asking. 

If Xxx points or nods to communicate, describe aloud what s/he is doing before interpreting what s/he 

means.  “You’re pointing, you must want that.  You’re nodding that means yes, you want to do it.”  Later you will 

respond slightly differently, but this is OK for now. Always describe the physical movement aloud. 

Don’t say hello, good-bye, or ask Xxx for a please or thank you.  These things spike anxiety and cause 

the child to freeze.  Instead ask for a non-verbal “high five”.  When Xxx comes in to class, say, “It’s so nice to see you 

today.”  Or, “Have a nice afternoon and I’ll see you tomorrow.” You can always comment to Xxx like a “sportscaster.”  

For example: “I like the way you are getting your work out.”  “Those are cool shoes!”  In fact this “sportscasting” will 

help Xxx get comfortable with people paying attention to him/her. 

If Xxx spontaneously says something, don’t make a huge deal about it.  Repeat what Xxx just said out loud to 

him/her and then say, “Thanks for letting me know.”  Have the party in your head.  Too much attention on the child will 

increase anxiety. 

If other children say, “Xxx can’t talk, Xxx is shy.”  Say that Xxx does talk and is not shy.  Also say that Xxx 

will be learning how to talk more at school and that s/he talks fine at home. 

Thank you so much for trying to do the above techniques.  Soon you will be refining them and learning 

new ones that will increase Xxx’s ability to speak with different people in different settings. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Parent contact information here 

 


